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Relive the excitement of the 8 Harry Potter films. Features movie posters from the various film

releases. Features reference grids. Printed on a glossy paper stock. This spiral-bound calendar is

13" wide x 15" tall.
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Yup. just a bunch of posters. NOT a calendar. As the previous review indicated, no calendar boxes.

I wish I had seen that review before I bought. That said, my daughter will probably love her gift since

she wanted posters too. I will have to get her another calendar though.

The pictures are very good and it is the only reason I give it three stars. As far as a calendar it is not

all that useful. The calendar part is very small and is not in your usual "calendar" format with

squares for the dates. It is simply listed in a number line with days of the week. There is no room for

writing anything on this calendar. It is best used for a monthly wall art.

Wanted to give this as a teacher gift who is a Harry Potter fan. The poster pictures are fine but

there's no real calendar. At the bottom of each monthly "calendar" is just 1 straight line of days -

example for any given month - SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7and that's it.

The days are not boxed and are way on the bottom. You can barely even see that! If you want Harry

Potter posters, its fine. If you want a calendar, don't bother!



Bought this for my daughter for Christmas and she loved it. She is a big Harry Potter Fan and I

recall asking her if she was too old now for Harry Potter gifts since she is now 19 and she said she

will Never be too Old for Harry Potter Gifts. and in Fact she expects Harry Potter Shot Glasses for

her 21st birthday! If you have a Harry Potter Fan this is a great gift to get them!

This is NOT a calendar! Very disappointed. This ended up being a Santa Fail this year for my 12 yr

old daughter. I didn't open it from the protective wrapper to look at it. Just a tiny printed calendar at

the very bottom of the posters. Had to reorder. She wanted something she could write in the boxes

on.

My daughter loves Harry Potter. Thought this calendar would be awesome for her. However, the

actual calendar is very small at the bottom. She likes to write her activities on it. Not possible with

this calendar. But that being said the pictures are quite large and she likes that.

This is kinda a calendar kinda not. It has the dates and weekdays at the bottom in a single line not

like a whole space. So you can not write down any important dates, or times etc. I use a personal

planner for school and dates and I also set reminders on my phone. So I really just wanted a

calendar to make my wall where my desk it not so bare. It does provide with lots of posters though. I

will provide pictures of what I mean with the dates and what not.USEFUL TIP: If purchasing this,

consider getting a personal planner and/or using an app or a reminder.

This is a beautiful calendar but I didn't realize how small the days would appear on the artwork.

They are very small. If they appeared larger I would give this 5 stars. Looks great on the wall though

as it is pretty large.
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